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‘CRITICALMASS’

ANDRE TEAGUE/BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

Inmates in the crowded Bristol Virginia Jail. Though on a smaller scale than at the Sullivan County jail, the Bristol facility still faces an overcrowding crisis that plays out on a daily basis.

SPECIAL REPORT
DAY 1

Local lockups face imminent overcrowding crisis
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BY DAVID MCGEE | BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

S
tep into the long, linear jail
cell so overcrowded there is
scant room to sit or sleep, save
for a few unoccupied patches
of concrete floor. Inmates
wearing faded jumpsuits with

black-and-white stripes and bright orange
Crocs stare back blankly as the large door
of gray metal bars slams shut. Welcome
to the general population at Tennessee’s
most overcrowded jail. A 1980s-era,
two-story lockup originally designed to
house 200-plus inmates, the main Sullivan
County jail typically holds more than 650.
Cells designed for 16 people often contain
as many as 50, who must share a single
shower and two toilets. Bedding is at a
premium. Many sleep on towels on the
concrete floor; some snuggle up near the
toilets. Sardines may have more space.
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‘Just deplorable’:
Minister recalls
Bristol city jail

BY JOE TENNIS
BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

When Steven L. Davis Sr. was
a kid, he stole some green cup-
cakes on St. Patrick’s Day.

“And my father whupped my
butt so bad that I never stole
again,” he said.

But then his daddy died when
Steven was 13. Someone on the
street told him, “It’s OK to cry.You’re the man of
the house now.”

That was a bad break, for sure, growing up
in the concrete confines of Cleveland, Ohio.
Yet the future held promise: Davis’ mother was
still working, and the young teen had two older
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CRITICAL MASS
Unlocking the factors behind

the jail overcrowding problem in
Sullivan County and Bristol, Va.


